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FACTORS GOVERNING THE TEMPERATURE OF THE
GULF OF MAINE

The temperature of the gulf, like that of other boreal seas, is governed by a.
complex of factors into which the temperature of the water that enters the gulffrom
the several sources enumerated below (p. 854), warming by the sun's rays, and cooling
by the radiation of heat from the water to the air in autumn and winter, as well as
by evaporation from its surface and by the melting of snow (and locally of ice), all
enter. Added to all of which the temperature at any given depth, date, and local
ity depends to a large degree on the local activity of vertical circulation, especially
of tidal stirring.

Continued studies confirm the earlier generalization that the temperature of the
superficial stratum of the gulf down to a depth of about. 100 meters is governed
chiefly by the chilling caused by rigorous winter climate and by. the influx of cold
water from the Nova Scotian current in spring, on the one hand, balanced against
local solar heating in spring and summer, on the other, and against the warming
influence of the influx of offshore water which enters its eastern side. As. the
gulf lies to leeward of the continent, its western and. northern sides are the most
responsive to climatic changes (Bigelow, 1922, p. 164). .

In evaluating the relative importance of these several processes it is to be
observed that all of them are distinctly seasonal in their effects.

SOLAR WARMING

In the Gulf of Maine, which very seldom is invaded by warm water from the
south or from outside the continental edge-situated, too, at a temperate latitude.
with the sun's noon altitude rising to more than 63° above the horizon during the
months of May, June, July, and the first half of August-solar heating in situ is the
chief and, indeed, almost the sole source of heat.

The absorption of heat by the water from warm air blowing over its surface
exerts much less effect on the sea temperature. This last statement rests on the
fact that the capacity of sea water for heat (technically its specific heat 50) is about
3,000 times greater than that of air.

Such great volumes of warm air must, then, blow over the surface of the sen
before the latter is warmed appreciably that heat from this source can be responsi
ble for only a very small part of the vernal rise in temperature that characterizes
the Gulf of Maine.

Water, fresh or salt, is apparently a transparent fluid when viewed in small
volumes. Actually this is far from the truth. Consider, for example, how rapidly
any object lowered into even the clearest sea vanishes from sight." In fact, sea
water is so nearly opaque to such of the sun's rays as convey most of its energy
--------------------'------------

60Thespecific heat of distilled water Is usually stated as 3,257 times that of air. Sea water has slightly less capacity for beat,
Krummel (1907,p, 279) quoting from experIments by ThouJet and Chevalier (1898), giving the specific heat of water of 30 per
mille salinity as 0.939and that of water of 35 per mille salinity as 0.932, both at 17.6° temperature, taking distilled water as
unity.

USee page 822for actual measurements of the visual transparency of the Gulf of Maine at various times and places.
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that only a very thin surface stratum of the sea is.warmed by direct solar radiation.
Further transference of the heat. so gained, downward to the deeper strata, depends.
on other processes, discussed below (p. 678).: ,

Oceanographers, therefore, long have realized that the thickness of the stratum
that receives the heat of the sun directly depends on the distribution of this. energy
along the solar spectrum and on the transparency or opacity of the water. toward
rays of different wave lengths, which, in turn, depends largely on the clarity or
turbidity of the water.

The altitude of thesun-i. e., the angle at which its rays strike the surface of
the water-and. the roughness of the water determine what percentage of the total
:r:adiation is reflected and what percentage penetrates. No attempt has yet been
made to measure this for the Gulf of Maine; but there. is no reason to suppose that
the latter differs much in this respect fromPuget .Sound, where Bhelford and..Gail
(1922) found about 25 per cent of the light reflected or shut out by the surface mirror
between 10 a. m. and 2 p, m. in calm. weather, with the loss increasing to 60 to 70.
per cent, or even more, when the-sea was rough. On. the average, then, about 50
per cent ofthesolar.radiation falling upon the gulf may beexpected to warm the
latter; the remainder is lost, SO far as any direct. effect on the .temperature ofthe
water is concemed.P

When we attempt to estimate the warming effect which the 50 per cent or so
that does penetrate actually exerts at any given levek.we must keep clearly inmind
the distinction between the intensity of radiation and the extreme penetration Qf
light. The latter has been the subject of repeated experimenta.and, as might be
expected, successive tests with more and-more delicate photographic apparatushave
revealed faint light at greater and greater depths. The mere fact, however, that.
light penetrates to depths as great as 1,000 to 1,700.meters 53 in amount sufficient to
affect photographic plates does not imply an equal penetration of radiant heat in
measurable amount, witness the fact that stars-even nebulre-can be photographed
though their heat is not appreciable on the earth. On the contrary, theoretic cal
culation and practical experiments unite to prove that the intensitY'of solar radiation
falls off very rapidly as the depth increases, especially for the longer wave lengths.54

Hulburt (1926) has found that sea water is slightly more opaque than fresh
water for the shorter wave lengths but shows about the same coefficient of absorption
as fresh water forthe.longer.

The long waves below the visible end of the spectrum (the so-called "infra red"
or "heat" rays) convej: more energy than all the rest of the spectrum combined,
bringing from 51 to 67 per cent of that part of the total energy of the sun that pene
trates to the earth's surface near sea level through air of the same general order of
humidity as prevails over the Gulf of Maine (Abbott, 1911, p. 289). .The precise
Percentage conveyed by these infra red rays varies with the altitude of the sun.

II This Is a much greater lossby rellectlonthan Bohmldt(1915) tound tortresh-waterlakes,wherehe recordsonly8 6 per cent
losswith the sun 30· above the horizon. Probably the state o( the surfaceacoounts(or the dlfterence. .' .

n See HeJland.HlIDsen (1912); .Greln(1913). .,.
II For the coeffiolent otabsorption ot the visiblepart o( the spectrum In pure water, see Krl1l1lI11el (1007), Fowle (1920), IIDd

!rayser (1005). '. ..' .
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I know of no direct: measurements of the depth to which the infra red rays do
actually carry ,heat into the sea water 'in measurable amount under the conditions
of turbidity actually existing at sea, but even distilled water is so nearly opaque to
theIilthat they are almost entirely absorbed (for practical purposes, entirely so) in
cne-meter.end their penetration into the sea is certainly less. That is to say, nearly
half of the sun's direct radiant heat is expended, theoretically, upon this thin surface
film.

According to a calculation carried out in the physical laboratory of Harvard
University through the kindness of Prof. Theodore Lyman, 58 per cent of the energy
conveyed by the visible part of the solar spectrum would be absorbed by passage
through 9 meters more (1. e., a totalof 10 meters) of perfectly clear distilled water,
so that only about 20 per cent of the total solar energy entering the water would
penetrate as deep as 10 meters, this small residual lying chieflyin the blue-green
part of the spectrum. Certainly less than 1 per cent could penetrate as ,deep as 200
meters.......chiefly in the ultraviolet. Probably this calculation would apply equally
to pure salt water. Thesea,liowever, is never clear; and iu.boreal.coasbwise waters
such as the Gulf of Maine, which 'are always comparatively turbid, the fine particles
in:su'spe1l'sion~silt·orplankton-c-absorb 1:10 much of the sun's rays that the penetra
tion of heat is much reduced.

It is, of course, with the depth to which the water of' the gulf is measurably
warmed by the direct penetration of solar radiation under conditions actually pre
vailing there that we are now concerned. This may be approximated by experi
mentsthat have been made inother seas. In-the comparatively clear water of the
Mediterranean, off Monaco, Grein's (1913)' measurements 66 of the penetration of
diffe're:nt,parts ofthe solar spectrum' showed that the wave lengths as long as the
blue-green, and longer, were virtually all' absorbed in the upper 50 metera.red-yellow
in the upper ,10 meters, as appears' in -the following table condensed from his
account.

. In;tenllity ~tZight penetrating to ~i;ffe:"ent depths, taking the amount at 1 meter as 100.
'"

C;0lorand wavl\ length -Depth, meters Orange- Green, Blue-green, Blue, Blue-violet.Red, yellow,68lHl10 62(}-680 571H116 5150-486 475-420 435-400

-
in::::::::~:::::::::~:::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::: 100.00000 100.0000 100.0000 100.0000 100.000 100.0

.sreoo .2000 16.6000 16.6000 43.700 80.0
DO. __, •.•• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .00021 .0032 .2200 .2600 20.100 20.0
100•.•••, •••••••• " __'" •• '" .............__. __~••. n ___ _....__..---_...- .0001 .0030 .0033 .550 1.0
200•.~........;._••••••••••••••••_...,•••• __• ___.h•••• ............. .; ......... .........._-_ ........ .0004 .0010 .004 .1

'I'ranslatedintoterms of solar energy,this means that at.least 70 per cent of all
theradiantsolar p.eat that penetrated as deep ,as 1 meter was absorbed at a depth of
10 meters; and as nearly all of the energy of the infra red certainly was absorbed in
that u.pp~rmeterof water,it,is not likely that, more than ,13: per cent of the. solar
heat that entered thewater at all reached as deep as 10 meters by direct radiation,
----------------------------------

IIThese experiments were made with a "revolving photometer," for description of which, and of the method by which the
degree of blackening of the photographic plates was measured, see Grein (1913).
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and virtually all of this residue. was absorbed shoalerthan 50meters. Grein's exact
ing measurements, therefore, confirm Knott's (1904) conclusion that a. m.and p. m..
temperatures taken by the" Pola" at 16 pairs of stations, with thermometers grad
uated toO,l 0 C., showed no evidence of the penetration of direct solar radiation
deeper than about 20 meters. . ,

In more turbid northern seas we may expectthe solar radiation to be absorbed
in a still shoaler surface stratum, depending largely on the character and abundance
of the plankton at the time. In Puget Sound, for example, Shelford and GaH;(1922)
found the first.meter of water absorbing. about 20 pel;' cent of thevisible light ~hat

actually penetrates below the surface, with only 8 to 10 per cent. of even ~h~ shorter
wavelengths reaching a depth of 10 meters under average .illumination.i.r . ,

In the English ChanneljPoole and At)qns(192,6) foundtheillumination at 20;
meteratobeubout.jsf per cent as strong as justbelp"Y tlwsurfac,e;whHein the
Bay of Fundy, according to.Klugh (1925),onlyabout 1,5 par cent o.f.the illumination
recorded-just.below.the surface penetrates tolO meters in A,l,lg\lst in bright sunlight,

In LakeSeneoa, New York (probably still.more turbid), Birgean4;Jud~y (1921),
found that(mlYM~ percent of the solar energy, that entered ,t,he water penetrated; to
a depth of 2 meters, .5.4.per.cent to 5 weterS, and only 1 ,Per .cent to. ~Ometen~. Per-,
haps as strikingan example as any in nature 9f. the;absOJiption,of the-sun's heatqy,
theuppermost stratum of wateris afforded ,by.certain oft-quoted. salt:-water basins
along the, west coastof Norway, in which the salinity is very 10:w;l;tttl;l.l~ surface.but
so high from the :depth of 1 meter, downward that the water ,is in ext+eD;lelysta.b~e,

equilibrium. Here aolac.radiarion in summerind;uces te;rnperatl11'es,ashigh.as 20°
to 30° in the upper 2 meters of water .but hardly affects the temperature deeper
than about 5 meters. (See Helland-Hansen, 1912a,:p.,6.5, fona.discusaion of..these,
"Polls," as they, are named locally.), ", .

Judging from the similarity in latitude, and in general hydrographic conditions,
the penetration ofsolar radiation i~ probably of abo:q..t the .aameorder ofmagni-.
tude in the.openGulfof Maine as.in Puget Sound. If, tJ;1en, the water of the gulf
Were entirely withoutmotion, and if heat were conveyed downward,by no other means
than direct solar radiation, more than 90 per cent of such ofnhe sun's radiant energy
as penetrated the water at all would be expended within 10 meters of the surface,
something like 98 per cent within 25 meters of,the surface,an~ ill but a fraction of
1 per cent at a depth of 100 meters. Attimes of year when the water WaS particu
la,rlyturbid-spring, for example, during .the active flowerings of,diatoms-e-thesolar
radiation would-be absorbed still more rapidly. '. . . . .

We must also bear in mind that that part of the sun's insulation, which is .inter
ceptedby thesuperficial stratum of water does not act solely to warm' thejf}.tt~, but
that a part of its energy is expended directly in evaporating water' vapor ~rom the
SUrface (p. 680). . .

Under the conditions existing in the gulf it aeemsthat if dir~ctsQIl1r. rEl,diation
Warms the surface by 20° at any given 10calityin.the·gulf,thelO-meter levelwould
certainly warm by only about 2°, very probably the 50-meter Ievel.would.warm
hy no more than 0.2°; and the lOO-meter level would not sua:er change. sufficient for
our most delicate deep-sea thermometers to record during the part of the year when
the water is gaining heat, unless this heat were carried downward into the deeps by

37755-27-12
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some other process. The warming by direct solar radiation would therefore be vir
tually negligible during a single summer at depths greater than: about 50 meters if
there were no vertical 'circulation, this limit varying with varying states of turbidity
and with the roughness or smoothness of the surface of the water as well as with the
cloudiness of the sky, the haziness of the atmosphere, thepercentageoffoggy days, etc.

. .

DISJ;>ERSAL OF H.E:A~. DOWNWARD INTO THE WATER

With at leastnine-tenths of the solar energy that enters the water of the gulf at
allabsorbed within 10 meters of the surface, and virtually all ofitshoaler than 30
to 50 meters, the importance 'of vertical circulation in carrying down into the deeps
water that has beenwarmedat the surface, and by bringing cold water upwithin the
influence of the sun from below, becomes at once apparent.56

The vertical circulation of the 'gulf-is discussed in another chapter (p.924). It
concerns us here, however, as the factor that chiefly governs the temperature of the
mid-steatumbetween tlie depths of, say,25 and 100 meters. Indifferent parts of the
gulf and at different seasonswe find all gradations from water so stable, vertically,
and with currents so weak" that virtually no interchange 'takes place between the
different strata,to the opposite extreme where the whole column is kept so thoroughly
churned by tidal currents that .the :heat absorbed by the surface' is uniformly dis
persed downward.. This last state characterizes nearly the entire area of the gulf
during the firsttdays of spring and is responsible for thafact rthat the whole
upper stratum, downto 100 meters,. at first warms at so nearly uniform a rate.

The vertical uniformity of temperature that characterizes Nantucket Shoals,
locally, too, Georges Bank, parts ofthe Bay of Fundy, and the coastal belt along
the west coast, of Nova Scotia, results similarly from tidal stirring so active that it
overcomes the tendency of the water to become stable as the spring progresses. Off
the western shores of the gulf, however, where tidal stirring is not active enough to
counteract the increasing stability of the column induced by the warming of the
surface, the development of a light stratum at the surface tends more and more to
insulate the deeper strata ofwater from the effects of solar warming as the season
advances. The more stable tile water becomes, the more effectively are the deeper
strata protected in this way from' thermal influences from above.

It is this obstacle, which the stable state of the water opposes to vertical circu
lation during the warm half of the year; which is responsible for the fact that the
temperature rises so much more rapidly and to so much higher a value at the sur
face than only a few meters down, and which allows the persistence of much lower tern
peratures-at depths of only 50 to 100 meters all summer. However, there is always
enough vertical movement of the water everywhere in the Gulf of Maine to prevent
this insulation ofthe deeper strata from becoming as effective as it is along the coast
from New York, southward, during some springs (Bigelow, 1922).

Observations taken during our first cruises in 1912 (Bigelow, 1914) pointed to
local differences in the strength of the tidal currents as chiefly responsible for the
fact that the surface is so much colder; but the bottom,depth for depth, so-muoh
warnieralong the coast of Maine east of Penobscot Bay and in the Bay of Fundy

Ie Conduotlon and the ~adlatlo!1 otbe,at tromoneparticle otbeatto thenextarenegllglble In this respect. (We~emann, 1005;
KrUmmel,1007.) . ."
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than it is off the western shores of the gulf in summer. The following exposition'
may more graphically explain this general phase of the gulf temperatures:

Let us assume two localities, both with an initial temperature of 2°, surface to
bottom, but with vernal heating in the first (a) uniformally propagated downward
through the whole column to a depth of 50 meters by active tidal stirring, but absorbed
in regularly increasing ratio, with increasing depth, at the second (b), to nil at the
bottom. If enough heat were received at the surface to warm the whole column at
ato a temperature of10°, the same amount .of heat entering the water at b would
warm the surface to 20° there, but not affect the temperature at all 50 meters down;
The ideal condition represented by a is most closely paralled in the Gulf of Maine
area by the most tide-swept parts of the Bay of Fundy region. Anapproximation
to the vertical distribution oftemperature at b is to be found in the western side of
the basin off Cape Ann, where the surface warms from a winter minimum of about
3° in February toa summer maximum of about 19° to 20° in August, but where the
temperature of the 50-meter level rises by only about 1° during the same interval.
The relative rates at which heat is dispersed downward in these two parts of the
Gulf of Maine correspond directly to the relative activity of the tidal currents, which
are weaker in the deep water in the offing of Cape Ann than anywhere else in the
Gulf of Maine: <,

THERMAL EFFECTS OF UPWELLINGS

Upwellings of water from below have little effect on the temperature of the sur
face stratum of the gulf in winter, because the whole column of water is then so
nearly homogeneous that the rising currents have about the same temperature as the
water which they replace. From April on, however, the upwellings that follow off
shore winds in the western side of the gulf are reflected in a chilling of the' surface,
as describedabove.(p.550).· .Thisis not the case in the eastern side, however, or on
the banks, where tidal stirring keeps the water more nearly homogeneous, vertically,
throughout the warm season as well as the cold. The relationship between these
upwellings from small depths and the temperature of the surface water is sufficiently
described in connection with the midsummer state of the gulf (p. 588). I need only
add that the thermal effect of vertical circulation of this sort along our New England
coast has long been appreciated and has recently been discussed by Brooks (1920).

THERMAL EFFECTS 'OF HORIZONTAL CIRCULATION WITHIN THE
GULF

The effects of the transference of cold water by the Nova Scotian current is dis
cussed below (p. 680). A word is also in order as to the opposite process. The trans
ference of heat, from the tropics to high latitudes, by the great ocean currents, is
reflected on avery small scale in the Gulf of Maine in summer by the drift of surface
water, warmed in the western side, across to Nova Scotia by the dominant anti
clockwise drift. The outflow from the eastern end of Nantucket Sound, now reason
ably established (p. 886), must similarly tend to raise the temperature of the water
O\1er Nantucket Shoals. On the other hand, the westerly drift from the Bay of Fundy
COmbines with the active tidal stirring to maintain the low surface temperatures char
acteristic along the eastern sector of the coast of Maine.
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In winter, when the coastal belt is the coldest part of the gulf, the dominant cir
culation tends to carry low temperatures from the western shores out over the central
part of the basin, an effect illustrated by the distribution of temperature in Massa
chusetts Bay in February, 1925 (p. 658).

THERMAL EFFECTS OF EVAPORATION

The warming of the surface stratum. of the gulf by solar radiation is constantly
opposed by the draft of heat from the water as the latter evaporates. Quantitative
statement of the cooling of the water which this process actually effects over the gulf
is not yet possible, but such observations as have been made on thecomparitiverapid
ity of evaporation of salt and fresh waters, and the actual measurements of the latter at
land stations around the coast of the gulf, afford a rough picture of the order of mag-
nitudes involved. .

The latent heat of vaporization of fresh water depends to some small extent on
the temperature at which evaporation takes place; the average for the range pre
vailing in the surface waters of the gulf of Maine (0° to 20°) is about 585 to 595
calories."

I know of no determinations of the latent heat of evaporation for salt water, but
probably it does not differ greatly from the above. The annual evaporation of a
blanket of water about 0.7 meters thick from the surface of the Gulf of Maine, which
is probably close to the truth (p. 842), would thus take enough heat from the upper 50
meters to cool the latter by about 8° if all .the necessary energy were drawn from
the water. Actually, however, a large part is supplied by direct solar radiation as it
strikes the surface (p. 677), proportionately reducing the draft of heat made from the
underlying water by the process ofevaporation. No measurements of what percentage
of the heat requisite for evaporation is thus supplied direct by the sun seem to have
been made at sea, but it is certain that this can happen only.while the 'sun is shining;
and evaporation is much, more rapid in sunlight than at night 'or under a cloudy
sky-on the average about two and one-half times more rapid, according to Krummel's
(1907, p. 248) summation of the available evidence. The actual hours of sunshine
average only about 50 per cent of the possible number at land stations around the
gulf, with the sun above the horizon only about half of the time for the year as a
whole at our latitude. Thus, a rough approximation of the yearly evaporation from
the gulf would be about 0.3 meter (out of the total of 0.7 meter, as stated on p. 842)
for the one-fourth of the time when the sun shines onthe water, 0.4 meter during the
remainder of the year. Without going deeper into this question this implies that
the chilling effect of evaporation is certainly sufficient to reduce the mean tempera
ture of the upper 50 meters in the gulf by at least 5° during the course of the year,
and .probably by at least 6°.

THERMAL EFFECT OF THE NOVA SCOTIAN CURRENT

The distribution of temperature around and in the offing of Cape Sable makes
it certain that the cold Nova Scotian drift exerts its chief thermal effect to the east
ward of the cape. Nevertheless, it is now fully established that this cold current
------------------------.,.----.,.-------
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floods westward into the Gulf of Maine every spring, in some years into the summer;
It is obvious that if this reached the gulf close to zero in temperature, as it is farther
east, as well as in large volume, it would effectively cool the eastern side of the gulf
just as it cools the coastal zone along outer Nova Scotia, for it is considerably colder
than the central part of the gulf even at the season when the latter is at its coldest.
This difference in temperature widens during the spring as the vernal warming of the
gulf proceeds. Only once (March 29, 1919) have we found this icy Scotian water,
0° in temperature (p. 553) and low in salinity (p. 727), flooding the surface as far west
in the gulf asthe eastern side of the basin; and, as pointed out (p. 558), the duration
of this intrusion of zero water seems to have been brief, because the temperature of
this side of the gulf had risen to 2° to 4° by the 28th of April and to 4° to 6° by the
end of May (p. 560).

I can not state whether the cold stream from Banquereau brings water as cold
as this to the Gulf of Maine every spring. In 1920 it certainly did not do so until
after mid April 58 (if at all), when the temperature was still no lower from German
Bank and Cape Sable out across the Northern Channel to Browns Bank in the
eastern side of the gulf than in the northern and western parts; in fact, slightly
higher than in Massachusetts Bay, though the latter is so much farther removed
from any possible effect of cold water from the east and north. In 1915 the band
of zero water had extended westward past Halifax by the end of May, probably as
far west as Shelburne. However, it is unlikely that the Gulf of Maine received any
water so cold during that spring; surface readings as high as 3° to 3.5° in the region
of German Bank on May 6 to 7 (stations 10270 and 10271) certainly do not suggest
this. So sudden a dislocation in temperature had developed by June of that year
between the eastern side of the gulf (5° to 8°, surface to bottom) and the coldest
band on the Shelburne profile (0.7 to 0.9°, p. 582) that the latter no longer exerted any
cooling effect on the temperature to the westward of Cape Sable.

This evidence suggests that while icy water from the Banquereau region (p. 832)
reaches the Gulf of Maine as cold as zero for a brief period during some springs, in
moss years it is so warmed en route by mixture with water of higher temperatures
in the neighborhood of Cape Sable that it enters the eastern side of the gulf only a
degree or two colder than the water it meets there.

The thermal effect which the Nova Scotian current exerts on the Gulf of Maine
is also limited by the fact that it passes Cape Sable as a surface and not a bottom
drift.(p. 712), its deeper strata being deflected past the Northern Channel and into
the so-called" Scotian Eddy" by the obstruction offered to its westward movement
by the rising slope of Roseway Bank (p. 836). With the advance of spring the surface
of the Nova Scotian current warms, by the sun's rays, as the source of low temper
ature (ice melting to the eastward) is gradually exhausted, until by July the surface
attains a higher temperature all along Nova Scotia (12° to 13°)59 than around Cape
Sable or in the eastern side of the Gulf of Maine, although the bottom water only
20 to 30 meters down continues icy cold. In consequence of this solar warming of
the superficial stratum the surface drift that persists. from the eastward past Cape
""""---- . ',' " < '0",': '.' ,.' .' .'. . .' .' .'

18 On the 17th to 10tb of that March the coldest water (+0.8° to 0.5°) was then apparentlyflowing westward betweenLa.
lIave and Roseway Bankl/at the 20to .40 meter level.. . .

Ii For summertemperatures overthe ScotianshelfseeBlerkan (1919) and Bigelow (1917).
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Sable in some summers enters the gulf about as warm as is the contribution from
the Cape Sable dead water (p. 835).; actually warmer than the water with which it
mixes in the offing of Cape Sable or close by to the westward. Although icy cold
water persists on bottom right through the summer only a few miles east of the
cape, we have no evidence that anything from this source actually penetrates the
gulf after May.

In short, the Nova Scotian current acts as a chilling agent in the Gulf of Maine
for only a few weeks during the spring, and then more to retard vernal warming
(p. 558) than actually to lower the temperature of the part of the gulf into which it
debouches below. the readings prevailing there before the current commences to
flood past Cape Sable. During the short period of its westward flood, however,
and for some weeks thereafter, its chilling influence on the eastern side of the gulf is
obvious enough,as is described in the account of the distribution of temperature in
the spring (p. 553).

We have next to consider how far the difference in temperature between the
side of the gulf.most directly exposed to the effects of the Nova Scotian current· and
the opposite side most remote from it is recognizable at other seasons of the year.
This problem is complicated by regional differences" in the activity of vertical
stirring by. the tides, reflected in lower and .lower surface temperatures atsuccessive
stations around the shore line of the gulf from Massachusetts Bay to Nova Scotia,
but higher and higher temperatures at the 50 to 100 meter stratum. In order to
be instructive for the water mass as a whole, regional comparison must therefore be
based on a calculation of the mean temperature of the entire column. To name
one part of the gulf as potentially colder than another, or vice .versa, on. the
evidence of temperature of anyone given level can orilyprove misleading.

In calculating the mean temperature the gulf is best divided into two' sub
divisions-(l) the basin outside the IOO-meter contour: and (2) the shoaler water of
the coastwise zone.

An earlier report (Bigelow, 1915) gives calculations of the mean. temperature of
the stratum inclosed between the surface and the 50-fathom level for the basin,
which would apply closely enough to the upper 100 meters.

App1'oximate mean temperature (°0.) f9r the upper 50 fathoms, or 100 meters, of the basin, August,
1913

6

Mean

I
Mean

Locality Station tempera- Locality Station tempera'
ture ture--

Off Gloucestern ••••""n__ n ••"""n•• 10087 7.9 Off Penobscot Bay._•••••••o_••o_•••••••• 10091 10.0
Western basin.......... _•••• n ••••••••••• 10086 0.7 Near Cashes Ledge....................... 10090 8.
North of care Ann .._................... 10105 8.3 Near central part of basln.............n. 10092 8.0
Near Isles 0 Shoals...................... 10104 8.4 Oft Mount Desert •••••_..............._•• 10100 9.1
Oft ca~ Elizabeth............ -......... 10103 9.1 Oft Bay of Fundy........................ 10097 10.2
Near P tts Bank..................__ •••• 10080 8.3 Near Luroher'Sholll._............~••••••• 10096 10.1
Off Monhegan Island .••••••••••••__..... 10102 D.2 East side of basin........................ 10093 10.0
Off Penobscot Bay •••• -.............."" 10101 9.4 Do ................................... 10094 8.4

According to this table the eastern side of the basin, with the waters along
the Nova Scotian slope and off the mouth of the Bay of Fundy, was potentially
the warmest part of the gulf (10°), not the coldest, as the popular belief that an
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"Arctic current." chills the, surface there would demand. Thisupper .stratum was
as cold in .Messschusetta Bay (farthest removed. from the effect of the Novs .Seo-
tian current of spring) as it was off Penobscot Bay. '

In August, 1914, we again found the mean temperature of the inner part of
the basin of the gulf highest in the easternreide near Lutcher Shoal, lowest in
the western side,off Cape Elizabeth, and slightly higher (7.7° to 9.9°) ill. the north
eastern part in general than in the western (6.8° to. 8~), as follows:

Approximate mean temperature (0 C.) upper100meter8, Auguat, 1914

..
Mean Mellon

Locality Station tempera· Locality Station tempera-
ture ture

---
Off Gloucester",••~•••••_._••_••••••__••••• 10263 7.7 OtfPenobscot Bay.......~•••••~_~•• ___• 10260 8.8
Off Cape Cod•.._•• "_n' 'n .••••••.•n •• 10256 8.0 South of Mount Desert.~_ ........._••'n. 10248 8.7
Westernbasin.,____ '" ••••••••••__•"'.n. 10264 7.6 Do ••••,_•••••~........................ 10240 7.7
South of Cashes Ledge.w ••• nn.____ •. 10255 8.6 Off the Bay of Fundy ._ ..... ___••• ____,"_ 10246 8.6
Near Isles of Shoals _•• 00. __ • __•••n'.n•• 10262 8.0 Off Lurcher 8hOl\I"~-""r""'".'"""'" 10245 ~.O
Off Cape Elizabeth •.•_n _._n_ . ___00 __•• 10261 6.8.

'I " .. , !

Sinlilarly, th~'m~~n tempefature of'the upper 80 meters (t~ewhole column) was
as high' o~ German :aa~,(9.9°), ~ff .Meoliias,.Me. (9~7~),and at thewester!1~ndof

theG~andManan,Channel '(9.S~) int·A.p~ust, 1912,'as)tha,d been off Peiiobscot
Bay or, 011 P~atts Bank .tt~,eek J>revicnis(9° to, 9.7°), 'o~' 8:sit,;Was in' M:assachusett,s
Bay two weeks later(about9.6°). 'The80-'me,termeall w,~s slightly,higher off Cape
Cod, h9we~er'(ab9utUO),'oh'Allgust'i9.ofthat yea~:·I:' . ".,.,:.' . •,....
'; ()ur data do·ilo~·affordso.s~tis.fa~tory~re¢io~aJ.~lirvey~(themeanteniper~~u~e
ofthe coastwise zonesh?aler tp:,an,50 'to 69:,Ulete~sbec~use\V~hav,etaken fe.w. obse~
vations.so closeto th~ land,and it is obvious that regipnalcomparlsonsfor any giveh
stratum within this belt ':Will ·beinisl~adJ,ri~.\li~less 'the: dbservations are lhitd,e' a't
approximately the /3allle 'date and 'atl'ocalities where the depth' of water is about
equal. .The few readi;o.gs' :thlJ,t' have been' taken oil, Nantuck~t Shoals show'the
whole column of water 1° to2°warm~r (mean about'100 to 12~) than in equal depths
in the Bay of Fundy (mean 9° to 10°), an instructive coinparis~n oecause the temper
ature ,i~,keptnearlyuniform, verticall!, in'bo'th 'thes,e ,at;eas ,by the swirling tides.
The mean was also slight~y higher over the 5Q-meter oontourin MassachusettsBay
in August, 1922(11.7° and 13°, stations 1063$,alld 10640), than we have found.it
at ab~ut this depth off, 'Mount Desert a~d farther east along the coast of Maine at the
same season (usually 9° to 10°); higher, too, tpan the mean at 35 meters depth in Passa
maquoddy Bay in August (10° to 110

) , 60 though the difference in depth would sug
gest a relationship of the opposite sort.

Our summer cruise of 1913 afforded evidence to the same effect, the mean tem
perature being considerably lower on German Bank (S.7°,station. 10Q95) atth~ end of
the second week of that August than off Cape Elizabeth (about 11Oat station 10103).
In August, 1914, also, the mean for the upper 50 meters was about 9.7° on German.
Bank and between 10° and 11 0 near the Isles of Shoals across the gulf. However,
in the cold summer of 1916 (p. 628) the mean for 40 to 45 meters was almost exactly
the same at two stations in Passamaquoddy Bay in mid...August (8.5° and 9.4°), in

en Calculated from Craigie's (1016) temperatures.
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'St; Marys Bayon September 2' (9.8° in 48 meters), and in '40 and 45 meters off
Yarmouth Harbor, Nova Scotia.on September 7 and 9 01 (9.2° and 9.8° in 40 and 45
meters) as off Gape Cod on August 29 (9° at station 10398). Much lower summer
temperatures prevail to the eastward of Cape Sable.u dislocationillustrated for 1914

"by mean values of 10.9'0' on the northeastern part of Georges Bank and of about 9°
.on Browns Bank, contrasting with only about 5° at the 50;';meter contour off Cape
Sable (station 10230) during the last week of July. '

These data may be summarized as follows: No definite tendency is shown toward
lower mean values for the upper stratum in the one side of the basin of the gulf than
in the other, outside the 100-meter contour, in years neither unusually warm nor un
usually cold. When we take into account the sharp temperature gradient that char
acterizes most parts of the Gulf of Maine in summer, as a result of which even slight
upwellings from the mid-depths (at, saY, 75 to 100 meters) would considerably lower
the mean temperature of. the shoaler stratum, the most striking result of the
calculation is the uniformity of the gulf made evident.

In the coastal belt the mean temperature is usually, though not invariably, a
degree or so lower in the northeastern comer of the gulf in summer than in the
s?uthwestern side ; 'and it is possible that in years when the movement of water
'westward along Nova Scotia persists late into the season (1924', for example,p. 834)
this regional di,ffel'ence intem~erat:ure is wider than has actually been recorded in
the summers.wheri 'our general sllrveys' of the gulf have been carried out. In evalu
ating it, not only'must the possible effect of this cold' current be, taken into account,
but. also the difference in latitude ,between the different stations of observation,
'which,.per se, corresponds to 'some differ~nce, in' temperature. 'I'hemost interesting
regional comparison which the"av~ilable records afford from this point of view is
'between the waters on Nantucket Shoals, on the one hand, and Passamaquoddy Bay,
onthe other, both being subject to' tidal stirring so 'active that the water remains
comparatively homogeneous from surface to bottom throughout the .year, and both
expe~iencing about, the same amount of fog during the spring and summer." The
difference in latitude between these two localities is about 33'2°. The mean temper
~tllre of the upper 30 to40 meters of Passamaquoddy Bay is usually between 8.50

'and 10.5° in August, when it is.at or close to its maximum for the year, differing 10

or 2° in either ,direction at.different stages of the tide and from year to year: ,On
Nantucket Shoals mean temperatures of 10° to 13° have been recorded in summer,

,s,o that a difference of about 2° is to be expected between these two regions. .Aecord
ing to Krummel's (1907, pp.400 and 401) tabulation and diagram this ,about equals
the average difference in surface' temperature between the latitudes of the shoals
(41°) and of PassamaquoddyBay (44° 30'), whether for the oceans as a whole Or for
.the North Atlantic alone. '
'Tpe differences in latitude between Massachusetts Bay (lat. about 42°) and the
uort~eastern 'shores ,of the gulf generally (lat. 44° to 44°, 30') corresponds to .11

q.i~erel1ce of between 1° .and .2° in mean .annual surface temperature for the North
'Atla~tic as 'a,' whole. .' . ' . ,,'

'. ". '>'.; , ...,.... . '. . ; .'., . ! ( , ' . , . ,

" CalcWate'Hroni:Vlichon's (1918) tables.. . ,
,: .\ccordlng to the pllot chart (United States Hydrographic Office).N,antucket Shoals Is somewhat the foggier region of thO

two In June (40to 45per cent of foggydays; 30 to 40 per cent In the Bay of lfundy); but In July about hal! the days see some
fog In the eastern side 01 the gull, only 30to 40per cent on the shoals.
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As every coastwise navigator knowsjthere is rn:uchless fog along the western
shore of the gulf from Oape Ood to OapeElizabeththan there is at the mouth of the
Bay of Fundy. Consequently, the former is exposed to more hours of direct
sunlight, tending to accentuate the difference in temperature resulting from differ
ences in latidude, per se. On the other hand, winds from the quadrant between west
and south, such as prevail over the Gulf of Maine during July and August (p. 965),
tend to drive the warmed surface water eastward toward Nova Scotia, thus trans
ferring heat from southwest to northeast (with more or less colder water welling up
along the western shore), and so in part to counteract the difference in the rate of
solar warming which would otherwise accompany the difference of latitude. With
a I. run" of easterly winds the direction of surface drift will be reversed. Thus, it is
by no means a simple task to account for variations in the mean temperature as
narrow as those prevailing between different parts of the Gulf of Maine in the
summer months. The much wider regional variations in surface temperature or in
the temperature of the water at any given level below the surface follow much
moreobvious causes.

I think it sufficiently established, however, that the difference between the mean
temperature of the column of water (in other words, its potential temperature) in
the northeastern part of the gulf and in the southwestern part is not greater in most
summers than can be accounted for by the difference of latitude and by such other
local causes as fog, the direction of the wind, and the regional difference in the ac
tivity of the vetical tidal mixing, on which too much stress can hardly be laid.

This is still more certainly the case in winter, when the temperature of the gulf
is so nearly uniform, vertically, that station for station comparison of the actual
readings at once reveals any regional differences in themean temperature.

In winter it is only close along shore that any unmistakable difference between
the northeastern and southwestern parts of the gulf can be demonstrated, and this
is not wider than can be accounted for by the difference in latitude.

Winter temperatures at representative stations during the cold months, 0 a.

Locality, date, and station Surface 40 meters 100meters

------_--_---------~,------I---------

Western side:
ott Boston Harbor, Dec. 29, 1920,station 10488 •• • • ••• _.__••••••• •__•• __ 3.00
Ott Gloucester, Dec. 29, 1920,.station 10489_••••••__••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• --.--•• __••••• 5.66
Oft Gloucester, Mar. 1,192O,statlon 200<50••• __•• •••• •__ _••••• •• • 2.50

EllStern side:
Yarmouth (Nova Scotia) SM buoy, Jan. 4,1921, station 10501.__ __• __ • ••••__•• • 3. 80
Oft Lurcher Shoal, Jan. 4, 1921,station 10500 __ __ __•__ 5.83
Ott Mount Desert Island, Mar. 3,1920, station 20056__•••••••__••••• •__•••• ••••• __ •__• 1.15

.

5.84 __•__.....
6.94 6.97
1.89 1.52

3.86 •__.,•••••
6.17 6.70
.49 1.95

The foregoing discussion leads to the conclusion that the cold water from the
Nova Scotian current is soon so thoroughly incorporated with the water of the gulf,
after the flow past Cape Sable slackens, that in most years the regional disturbance
of temperature which it causes at first is entirely dissipated by June. Even in years
When the lorrgsho:redriftcontinues to pass Cape Sable until late in the summer
(p. 834),'it may, at the most, hold the mean temperature a degree or two lower along
western Nova Scotiauntil"July than it is out in the neighboring basin of the gulf.
After that (earlier still in!' early" seasons) the surface water contributed by this
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source and by the Cape Sable" dead water" (p. 834) reaches. the eastern side of the
gulf as a warming, not as a chilling, agency, actually 1° to 3° higher in temperature
than the water with which it mixes to the westward of Cape Sable.

One more thermal aspect of the Nova Scotian current (this the most important
of all) demands briefexamination-e-namely, its more general influence on the tem
perature of the gulf as.distinct from any. regional differences which it may cause
within the latter. In other words, to what extent is the Nova Scotian current
responsible for the boreal character of the gulf? Would the latter be considerably
warmer without it?

Until systematic exploration of the gulf was undertaken in .1912 it was gener
ally assumed that the considerable contrast in temperature between the Gulf of
Maine, on the one hand, and the tropic water outside the edge of the continent abreast
of its mouth, on theother,resulted directly from the chilling effect of some such cold
stream from the north and east,.though the Labrador and not the Nova Scotian cur
rent was usually given this credit. There is no escape from the conclusion that
with water at least 3° lowerin temperature than that of the gul£floodinginto the
latter for several weeks every spring,the gulf must be somewhat cooler than it
would be if this source of cold should be dammed off.

The older view, that some Arctic current or other controlled the temperature all
'along the-seaboard of the. gulf, .was largely based.on the .supposition that. the latter
is a very cold body of water. ,.It is a truism that the gulf, with a mean annual sur
face temperature of about ,8° to 9°, is considerably colder than the average for its
latitude over the oceans as a whole, which is given by Krummel (1907) as about
14°; so, in fact, is the. whole-coastal belt along the North American. seaboard from
Nova Scotia to Florida..However, "cold for its latitude" is by no. means synony
mous with "cold for its geographic position", and it is more because of its contrast
with the tropic waters of the so-called "Gulf Stream" than because of its absolute
temperature that the coolness of the Gulf of Maine has impressed students and
laity alike. In attempting to estimate whether the gulf is actually colder, and if so,
how much colder, than it would be if its offshore banks were' to rise above water
and so dam.it off from currents, warm or cold, the situation of the gulf to leeward
of the continent, and the air climate over the land mass from which the chilling
winds of winter blowout over the sea, are factors of primary importance. The
actual effect which winter chilling by cold air exerts on the temperature of the gulf
is discussed in.some detail in a later section (p.692). For clarity, however, I must
repeat here that owing to the great difference in capacity for heat between air and
water the gulf is but little warmed by warm air blowing over it in summer (drawing
its vernal warming almost wholly from direct solar radiation), but is very effectively
chilled by the cold air of winter.

If the Nova Scotian current did cool the surface of the gulf generally to a teIU
perature more than a degree or two lower than would result from this winter chilling
alone we might expect the mean temperature of the upper 40 meters to prove consid
erably lower in the eastern side of the gulf than in the western the year round; but
l;>y actual observation the difference is no wider in this respect between the parts of
the gulf most and least open to the cold current than might be expected to accOIll
pany the difference in latitude between the stations in question.
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The mean annual temperature of the surface of the gulf affords evidence to the
same effect, this being about the same at the mouth of Massachusetts Bay (9 to
10 0) as the annual mean for the air at neighboring localities around its shore,
or slightly warmer. A similar relationship has been recorded between the mean
annual temperature of the surface water of the Bay of Fundy 63 and of the air over
the neighboring parts of New Brunswick and of Nova Scotia.

Most instructive clues to the temperatures that might be expected to prevail in
the deep strata of the Gulf of Maine if its basin were so nearly inclosed that it could
not be affected appreciably by currents fr~m outside are to be found in the relation
ships between its deep temperatures and those of the Norwegian fjords (Nordgaard,
1903) and of the BlackSea.

In the southwestern Norwegian fjords, where a very heavy rainfall' maintains so
high a stability that convectional overturnings are confined to the superficial stratum,
so that this alone is directly exposed to winter chilling, the bottom temperature is
not only uniform throughout the year but is almost precisely the same as the mean
annual temperature of the air. 64 So close, infact,is the correspondence that,
Nordgaard tells us, one need only take .a reading Of the bottom temperature in one
of the deep southern fjords to know the mean annual temperature of the air. In
the northern fjordsyhowever, which receive so much less rain that the water is less
stable, salinity and temperature become nearly equalized from surface to bottom by
convectional circulation in winter, just as they do around the coastal belt of the
Gulf of Maine, and as a result of.this winter chilling causes, wide seasonal variations
and winter temperatures lower than the mean annual temperature of the air at 200
meters and deeper. In both these classes of fjords, as Nordgaard (1903, p. 46)
points out, :the bottom temperature is purely the-result of-local factors, the topog
raphy of the bottom being such that "no supply of heat by a submarine current is
possible,"nor any supply, of cold.of.similiar origin.

More pertinent-to the Gulf of Maine is the.relationship between the air and
water temperatures of the Black Sea, situated at about the same latitude (most of
its area is included between the parallels of 410.and45~),butin a somewhat warmer
climatic zone.".

At depths greater than 150 to 200 metersthe.entire area of the Black Sea is 8.8°
to 9° the year round (Spindler and Wrangell, 1899 i Skvortzov and Nikitin, 1924), con
trasting with mean air. temperatures for the year of about 9.6° at· Odessa, on' the
north shore, about 11° over the western (Bulgarian) watershed, and about 14.3° at
Batum on-the eastern coast. That the deeps of the Black Sea should be so much
colder than the mean annual temperature of the overlying air, in spite of the warming
effect of the bottom current flowing in from the Mediterranean, reflects the age-long
effects of winter chilling from above. Obviously the differential can not be credited
,to any Arctic current in this case.

While no part of the Gulf of Maine is as thoroughly protected from thermal in
fluences from the sea outside as are the Norwegian fjords and the Black Sea, such

II Between 6° and 7° for the yoar 1916-17, according to Mavor's (1923)tables.
II Nordgaard (1903) quotes 7° as the mean annual temperature of the air at Bargen, 6.8° to 7° at 400meters and deeper In the

neighboring fjords.
II The Black Sea Is usually represented on cllmatlo charts as occupying the belt Inclosed betweentbe mean annual Isotherms

for 10° and 15.56°.
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conditions are approximated in the deep bowl off Gloucester. By analogy, therefore,
we might expect the mean annual temperature ofthe bottom water of the latter to
be lower than the mean annual temperature of the air over the neighboring land,
quite independent of any possible chilling by northern sources. And such, by our
observations, is the case, the mean bottom temperature of 4° to 5° at 70 to 150 meters
depth in this sink being 3° to 4° below the mean annual temperature of the air at
Plymouth and Gloucester, on the two sides of the bay, or at Concord,Mass., some 20
miles inland. 66 We have not taken readings enough in the deep trough between
Jeffreys Ledge and the Isle of Shoals to establish the mean annual temperature as
closely there, but such data as are available point to a mean annual value of 4° to' 5°
at 100 to 150 meters for this locality, about 3° lower than the mean annual air tem
perature at Portland, Me. (7.3°).

Near Mount Desert Island, which may be taken as representative of the
coastal waters of eastern Maine, the mean annual temperature of the bottom water
(close to 5° to 6° at it depth of 40 to 50 meters) is about 1° cooler than the mean
temperature of the air at Bar Harbor near by, but nearly the same as the air at St.
Johns, New Brunswick, and at' Eastport, Me. Mean temperatures of 4° to 5° at
depths of 100 to 175 meters in the Bay of Fundy for the year November, 1916, to
November, 1917,67 again prove 1° or 2° lower than the mean annual temperature of
the air at St. Johns, New Brunswick, on the one side of the Bay, or at Yarmouth,
Nova Scotia, on the other (5° to 6°).

The foregoing comparison warrants the tentative .generalization that in those
parts where regional interchange of water is most hindered by submarine barriers
the mean temperature of the bottom water averages about 1° toB" lower than the
mean annual temperature of the air over the neighboring lands, a rule applying
whether vertical circulation be active, as in the Bay of Fundy, or weak, as off Glouces
ter. The mean annual bottom temperature at equal depths also proves decidedly
uniform in such situations in the two sides of the gulf. In the open basin of the
gulf the deepest water averages warmer, a fact discussed in a subsequent section
(p. 691). In short, it is not necessary to invoke more thana slight influence on the
part of the Nova Scotian current, if any, to account for thermal differences between
bottom water and air no wider than those just quoted.

Brief analysis will, I think, convince the reader that this conclusion applies
equally to the cold mid layer that usually persists through the summer ill the basin
of the gulf. The presence of a cold layer of water of this sort in ,the mid depthS,
with higher temperatures below as well as above it, has sometimes been classed as a
sure criterion for Arctic water. This, however, is not necessarily the case. True,
such a state characterizes the polar seas in summer (Nansen, 1902; Helland-Hansen
and Nansen, 1909; Knudsen, 1899; Matthews, 1914); and wherever such a layer is
colder than -loin summer, as it is in the Labrador current and in the extensions
of the latter around the slopes of the Grand Banks (Matthews, 1914; Fries, 1922 and
1923; E. Hi-Smith 1922 to 1924a; Le Danois, 1924 and 1924a) we have positiveev-i
dence of Arctic water, for nowhere else does winter cooling alone cause temperatures
as low as this in the open sea on either side of the North Atlantic south of latitude 60°·
-----------------------------~--------

&8The mean annual temperature Is higher (about 10°)at Boston than at most other stations around the bay.
87Calculated from data tabulated by Mavor (l923).
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However, a cold layer of this same sort, though not so low in temperature, can equally
be produced in any partially inclosed boreal sea. All that is requisite is that the
surface layers be exposed to a rigorous winter climate, alternating with rapid solar
warming in summer, over depths great enough to allow a more or less constant in
flow· of warmer ocean water below the level to which winter cooling penetrates
(Bigelow, 1917, p.237).

In the Baltic, for example, a cold layer reminiscent of the previous winter's
chilling persists at a depth of 50 to 100 meters until well into -the summer (Knudsen,
1909; Krummel, 1907, p. 471; Witting, 1906); but increasingly active vertical circu
lation, which accompanies the cooling of the surface after August, entirely dissipates
this stratum of low temperature there by late autumn, just as happens in the Gulf
of Maine. The following serial temperatures for the Alland Deep (in the Baltic) in
winter, spring, summer, and autumn, are introduced for comparison with the
Gulf of Maine."

Depth Februarr May August November
-

·0. °0. °0. °0.
rfaoe__•• h •••••.; n._ .n.'", • .;•••••••••_._ .n••••__ n_ .n••_n"n"n n .;. __ 0.1 4.2 12.8 6.1
meters .- ......._.............._............- ........ ~ ........... -_ .......... - ..................... --_ ...... -:- ......-_ ..-.....- ....- .. 2.4 1.8 2.5 5.8
meters ............ _ .... _ .... ____ .... __ ........ '.... _ ............ _ .......... - _ ....... -_ .... .. ... .. ........ - ......... - ...... 'I' .. -_ .. 3.9 2.0 3.5 4.0

Su
100
250

=

A cold mid layer of-the same sort persists into the summer in the Black Sea,
'Where it is self-evident that cold Arctic currents play no part in the temperature cycle
and where, consequently, the low temperatures recorded at 60rto 100 meters in
A.ugust must be purely the product of local influences, as Andrusoff (1893) has
Pointed out.

'With melting ice no more important in the Black Sea than it is in the Gulf of
Maine,69 the cooling agent chiefly responsible must be the loss of heat from the sur
~ace by radiation during the cold months.

The general account of temperature, and especially the temperature sections for
the western basin in successive months (fig. 5), makes it clear that the cold layer
recorded in summer in the Gulf of Maine reflects the persistence of the low tempera
ture to which the whole upper 100 to 150 meters is chilled in winter, but which is
obliterated by autumn, just as happens in the Baltic. No connection appears
on the profiles between the development of this cold layer in the western side of the
g.ulf as the spring advances, and the inrush of Nova Scotian water into the eastern
slde.70 . '

------------_....:.-_-------_..,------,-,-------------
G!From Krfimmel (1907,p.471). after Witting (1906). . .', '
liThe northwestern bays and harbors of thelllack Sea (e. g., Odessa Gulf and Kherson Bay) usually freezeover part of tbe time

~OhWinter; but icevery seldom extends more thllll2 or 3miles seaward, and even these shallow areas oflow salinity are sometimes
pen all Winter, wbile the open sea soutb of the Orfmean peninsula never freezes (British Admiralty, 1897). Cons6Quentlythe
a~ount of ice that actually melts In the Black Sea proper eech spring Isso small that we can hardly suppose it has any appreelabls
e ect on sea temperature there.. , '.' . ' . .

"In en earlfer report (Bigelow, 1917) I referred to the Gulf of St. Lawrence as a thermal example of tbls same sort; but Hunts
~Illl's (1924 and 1925) more recent hydrographic studies Indicate a greater Inflow of icy water from the Labrador current through
s~e Straits of Bellelsle than Dawson's (1907 lind 1\113) earlier observations of tbestrait had suggested. Consequently, the per

stence into tbe summer of the minimum layer there, close to O·in temperature at about 100meters' depth, results at least in
Plirt from the cold water flowing in and (rom the melting of the Arctic ice which this brings witb It In winter and early spring, lIS

Well as from winter chllling and the melting of ice frozen locally within the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
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The evidence just outlined leads to the conclusion that the Nova Scotian water
flowing into the Gulf of Maine from the eastward in spring does not lower the gen
eral temperature of even the coldest localities and levels in the gulf more than a
degree or two below the values that would prevail were the gulf as nearly inclosed
as are the Black Sea or the Norwegian fjords. Nevertheless.vthe Nova Scotian
current does act as a decidedly effective cooling agent, for' without the cold
water from this source the comparatively high temperature of the slope water, of
the surface inflows from the region off Browns Bank, and of occasionaloverflows of
tropic water (p. 836),would hold the gulf several degrees warmer than it actually is.
These warm sources the Nova Scotian.current counteracts, and in counteracting
them it has its chief thermal importance in the Gulf of Maine.

THERMAL EFFECT OF THE. SLOPE WATER

Were the gulf an inclosed basin, with little or no inflow over its floor, we should
expect to find its bottom temperature certainly no higher then 5° to 6° and proba
blyas cold as the mean annual temperature actually is in the deep sinks in the
western side of the gulf, namely 4° to 5° (p. 688). In reality, however, we have only
once found the bottom water in the basin of the gulf colder than 4° in depths of
175 meters, or deeper, at any locality, season, or year ," Only 4 out of 64 deep
stations in the basin have given bottom readings lower than 4.5°. On the other
hand, 26 have been warmer than 6° on bottom; and the bottom temperature for all
as deep as 175 meters has averaged about 6°, or 1~0 Warmer than the mean annual
temperature at the'lOO-meter level around the. shores of the gulf and 2° warmer
than the mean bottom temperature in the trough of the Bay of Fundy. Thehigh
salinity, coupled with the precise temperature of this bottom water, identifies it
beyond dispute as slope water flowing in along the trough of the Eastern Channel
(see discussion p. 842). The slope water, then, brings warmth to the deeps of the
gulf sufficient to raise the bottom temperature of the basin a degree. or two higher
than would be the case if no such current flowed in; consequently it must be named
a warm current as it affects the gulf, not a cold one.

The physical characteristics of the slope water, as it drifts inward along the
bottom of the Eastern Channel, have proved so uniform from season to season and
from year to year (temperature about 6° to 7° and salinity about 34.6° to 35° per mille
in spring and summer) that the causes for the variations recorded in the temperature
and salinity of the deepest water within the gulf are to be sought in fluctuations in
the volume and velocity of the inflowing bottom drift rather than in variations in
the temperature or salinity of the latter. Such fluctuations, in turn, almost certainly
have a two-fold cause. In part they result from corresponding variations in the
amount of slope water being manufactured along the continental slope to the east
ward shortly prior to the date of observation, and in the proportional amounts of
the various waters, cold and warm, that enter into its composition. The seasonal or
or other secular differences in the density gradient over the continental slope froIfl
Browns Bank to La Have Bank, however, probably playa more important r~le in

11 Bottom temperature 3.540 at 180meters at station 10283 011 the Bay of Fundy, June 10, 1915.
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this connection by governing the Archimedian force that tends to pump the slope
water westward to the Eastern Channel and so into the Gulf of Maine. This works
most effectively in spring and early summer, but fluctuates so narrowly from season
to season that only very narrow variations are to be expected in the temperature or
salinity of any part of the gulf deeper than about 150 meters, from season to season
or from year to year, or have actually been recorded there .

.This uniformity in the physical state of the bottom water on the floor of the
deep trough of the gulf proves that the effects of the alternate seasonal warming
and chilling of the surface do not penetratedeep enough to obscure the dominance
of the slope water there; but the slight seasonal rise and fall of temperature that
has been recorded at the bottom of the deep sink off Gloucester and between
Jeffreys Ledge and the mainland (from which the slope water is barred by inclosing
rims too shoal for it to overflow) is evidence that: slight (but measureable) winter
cooling and summer warming from above may be detected down to 200 meters, so
far as the depth alone is concerned.

It is because the slope water is warm, by comparison with the water with which
it mixes within the gulf, that the bottom of the latter is usually warmest in the
eastern side of the basin, at depths greater than 150 metersywheretheinflowing cur
rent is-chiefly localized(p. 921), coldest in the" ainks" in the inner parts of the gulf,
from which the' slope water is more or less effectually barred by submarine rims.

The following differential' table shows that the slope water has' little effect on
the deep temperature in such situations, as exemplified by the sink off Gloucester
and by the trough between Jeffreys Ledge and the Isles of Shoals. This generaliza
tion applies also to the Bay of Fundy, from which most of the slope water is deflected
by the topography of the bottom. In summer and autumn, it is true, the 175 to
~OO meter level may be as warm within the bay (6° to 7°) as without ihllt low salin
Ity proves that this high bottom temperature chiefly. reflects the active convectional
currents of the bay by which solar heat received at the surface is dispersed more
evenly downward there than it is anywhere else in the gulf in water equally deep.

Cape Ann bowl, deepest level Basin outside, corresponding
taken level I

Depth, meters

Date Station Temper· Date Station Temper-
ature ature

---
Mar.

0a. ·C.
--._.............................. _ ...........................___ ................... _ .... 00 .... --'" 1,1920 20050 1.68 Feb. 23,1920 20049 6.66
• - __ .......... _ ... _ ...... __ .......________ .... _ .......... _____ ..... ______ ..... 00_ ... Apr. 9, 1920 20000 (') Apr. 18,1920 2Oll6 6.88
.................-..__ ...-----..-..--......__ .................-..-........-..-........---- _____do _______

20000 2.25 ••• _.do _.--.-- 20116 :1:3.SO--- .._- -..-_ ..------... _.................----_.......... -..-...._-------- May 4,1916 10266 3.55 May 5,19111 10267 4.69...._- .......-..-.... _.......... -_...._.. _................-........-..-......-........_-_.... JIlly 10,1912 10002 4.61 July 16,1012 10007 :1:4.61.-.-.................. -.........;..:.:. .....-...........-..-.. _.................... -- ...-........__ .... Aug. 9,1913 10087 6.17 Aug. 9,1913 10088 ':1:5.50-.........-....-...........................-_.......-........_..........-........ -_....-.............
-AUg:·22~i9i4" --"i02SS- ··-·T49- •••••do _.__._. 10088 6.28-.........................._- ...... _.... --- ..-.... _.._..._...._..-............._.................. Aug: 22,1913 102M :1:6.30-................._.. _-..-....................................._................-..............__....- Aug. 31,1916 10306 6.78 Aug. 31,1016 10307 :1:6. 10---... _..--......-.._..........-................-..--.. '..-..-_......_....................._.... Oct. 31,1916 10399 5.23 Nov. 1,1916 10400 :1:4.40

...... :-- .......~ ......~.........,.........................':".............._.........................._.... Deo. 29,1920 10489 7.00 .Deo, ·29,1920 10400 :1:6.00

=-

lliQ
lliQ
120
130
110
128
180
140
140
120
lliQ-WitI The table shows only the dl1l'erentlal existing on the given dates between the deepest level, where a reading was taken
ottg ln the bowl, and the correspondlng level in the basin outside, It does not represent the seasonal cycle torthe latter because

,el difference In levels trom station to station. .
, 15ao-meter reading not taken.ometers. .
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Further evidence that slope water is of little importance in the thermal cycle of
the Bay of Fundy results from the fact that we found the 200-meter level 1° colder
(4.3°) within the latter than just outside (5.4°) in March, 1920 (stations 20079 and
20081), with a corresponding difference in salinity. A reading of 1.71° reported by
Mavor (1923) at 175 meters in the bay on April 9, 1917, is colder than the coldest
reading so far obtained anywhere in the open basin of the gulf at this depth.

The deep readings for different times of year warrant the following generaliza
tions:.A.t depths greater than 150 meters the temperature is most nearly uniform
through the year in those parts of the gulf which the slope water reaches in greatest
volume, and shows its.widest seasonal fluctuation in the partially inclosed bowls that
receive least water from this source. Were it not for this deep current flowing in, the
floor of the gulf would be several degrees (perhaps 3° to 4°) cooler in winter than is
actually the case, and.its mean for the year slightlylower, The bowl off Gloucester
and the trough west of Jeffreys Ledge show the nearest approach to thebhermal
state that would prevail in the gulf were it neither open to the inflowingbottom
current nor stirred by such strong tides as those that disturb its eastern side.

The thickness of the bottom stratum where temperature is governed by the volume
and precise physical characters of the slope water is of interest. Its upper boundary
in the inner part of the basin of. the gulf may beset tentatively at about the 150
meter level,rising to within 80 to 100 meters of the surface in the southeastern part
at the entrance to the Eastern Channel. On the other hand, the deep, temperature
is most influenced from above where tidal or other convectionalstirring is most active.

WINTER CHILLING

Abyssal upwelling, as I have shown (p. 853), isbarred out as a possible source of
autumnal cooling in the Gulf of Maine. It is equally certain that the Nova Scotian
current usually serves as a cooling agent in the gulf only in the spring, because none of
our observations for autumn or winter suggest that progression of cooling from east
to west across the gulf, which would reflect any inflow of cold water past Cape Sable
at that season. We must therefore credit the very rapid loss of heat which the Gulf
of Maine suffers in autumn and winter entirely to local causes, chiefly to the radia
tion of heat out from the surface to and through the colder air above it; to evapo
ration; in less degree to the melting of the snow that falls on the sea; and, locally,
to the melting of ice.

The warming effect of the sun's rays. is combatted the year round by local
influences tending to reduce the temperature of the water or as least to retard ver
nal warming. Evaporation from the surface, for one thing, uses up heat, thus cool
ing the water (p. 680). Furthermore, the heated surface radiates heat out into the
air whenever the temperature of the latter drops below that of the water, even in
spring and summer.

The solar energy absorbed by the water is more than enough to offset these
forces up to mid or late August; consequently the temperature of the surface of all
parts of the gulf continues to rise. However, the amount of solar heat daily absorbed
by the water, at its maximum when the sun is at its highest declination, is constantly
decreasing after June 22 to 23; and after a certain date toward the end of summer
or early in autumn, a date that varies regionally, as described in an earlier chapter
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(p, 636), the surface chills. At first this chilling chiefly reflects the convectional mix
ing of the upper stratum, by which the substratum is warmed, in proportion as the
surface is cooled, combined with the effects of evaporation from the surface. Mean
time the mean temperature of the whole column of water continues to rise slowly at
first, then remains stationary for a time as -the sun continues to lose strength. At
the mouth of Massachusetts Bay, for example, the mean temperature of the upper
40 meters was slightly higher on August 31, 1912 (station 10045, about 12°), than it
had been on July 10 (station 10002, about 11°), although the surface had cooled from
18.3° to 16.1° in the interval. .Tn 1915, too, the mean temperature of the upper 100
meters remained virtually unaltered at the mouth of the bay from August 31 to
October 1- (about 8° at stations 10306 and 10324), although the surface temperature
fell from 16.1°on the first date to' 10.3° on the second, and the mean temperature of
the upper 40 metel'S from 11° to ,9°. In fact, it is doubtful whether the column of
water, as a whole, actually commenced to lose heat at the mouth of the bay before
the end of that October (p. 638). In 1916,again, the mean for 80 meters was about
1° higher near Cape Cod on October 31 (station 10399, about 7°) than it had been
at the mouth of the bay near by on July 19 (station 10341, about 6°), the SO-meter
temperature having risen in the meantime from about 3.7° to about 5.8°, though the
surface .reading had fallen from 16.4° to 10°.

Thus, the heat received from the sun is sufficient to balance the loss of heat by
evaporation and byradiation at night, when the temperature of the airis cooler than
the water, until the date when the mean temperature of the air falls permanently
below that of the water, so to continue through the autumn and winter. Thereafter
~he upper 100-meter stratum of water constantly loses heat, no longer merely simulat
Ing this loss by convectional equalization. As' this loss .of heat is chiefly the result
of radiation, out from the water into the air, the efficacy of this process deserves
a word.

Although warm winds, as we have seen, heat the water below them to only a
small degree, and slowly, because of the very much higher capacity of the latter for
heat, cold winds,on the contrary, chill the surface of any body of water, fresh or
salt, very rapidly because dry air is extremely transparent to radiation, especially
to the long wave lengths (Abbott, 1911; Hann, 1915). Because of this "diathermacy,"
and because water isa good radiator," the surface radiates out very large amounts
of heat from September on, whenever the air is cooler than the water, dry, and the
sky clear of .cloude.Tog, or mist, very little of it being absorbed by the lower stratum
of the air.

The greater the- difference in temperature between the air and the water, and
t~e drier the air, the more rapidly does the water lose heat in this way. When the
aU' is -damp, or the sky clouded,the radiation from the surface of the sea is inter
cepted by this water vapor, so that the water loses heat slowly under such circum
s,tancesevenifthetemperatureof the airbeconsiderably the lower. It happens,
1Jl~wever, that: the humidity rules low and the sky usually is clear during the coldest
W1nterweatherof New England 'and of the Maritime Provinces, especially at night.
~sequently, other::conditions most favor radiation just when the differential

72SChmidt ~1916)found about'83 per cent as-much radiation from a water surface as from a black surface.
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between sea and air temperature is widest, as it is from November on through
the winter over the Gulf of Maine (p. 671).

Water itself is so opaque to radiation that only the thin surface film that is actu
ally in contact with the air loses heat rapidly when the air is the colder of the two,
for it effectually insulates the deeper strata. Consequently, the rate of radiation
from water to air depends on the activity of vertical circulation; the more actively
the water is stirred by tides or waves, and the more constantly the surface layer is
replaced by water from below, the more rapidly will the column give off its heat to
the colder air and so cool off with the advance of autumn and winter." For this
reason it .would be reasonable to expect the gulf to reflect the autumnal cooling of
the air most closely where tidal stirring is most active, and temperatures taken by
Vachon (1918) in the St. Andrews region in 1916 prove this to be the case.

The coldest winter winds of the region blow from the land out over the gulf, and
these cold westerly winds predominate in the western side of the gulf during the three
winter months (p. 965). Consequently, the water loses heat most rapidly in the coast
wise belt around the western and northern shore of the gulf, over which a fresh sup
ply of icy air from the land is constantly passing, as long as the cold winds blow-from
the quadrant between north and west. The wind, in turn, is warmed by the absorption
of radiant heat from the surface of the water in its passage over the latter; for although
the lower stratum of air absorbs but a trifling percentage of this total radiation, its
capacity for heat is so low that but little heat need be intercepted by it to raise its tem
perature considerably. This interception is favored, furthermore, by the increasing
humidity given the air by the .evaporation that is constantly taking place from the
surface of the water. The result is that by the time the air has traveled a certain
distance out from the land, its temperature rises so close to that of the water, and the
air is made so humid, that the sea loses heat by radiation but little faster than it
gains heat from the sun, even in midwinter.

In any sea exposed to a rigorous air climate, winter chilling may be expected to
proceed much more rapidly in inclosed harbors, among the islands, and close in to
the land generally, than it does only a few miles out at sea. This general rule is
exemplified in a typical way by the Gulf of Maine, where the stations closest to the
land have proved considerably the coldest in late autumn, winter, and early spring·
The thermal history of Massachusetts Bay during the winter of 1924-25 affords a good
example of this.

Storm winds also hasten the winter chilling of the water by the stirring action
exercised by the waves, which may reach down to very considerable depths at this
season, when the water has little vertical stability. In severe winter storms the
whole upper stratum, 100 meters thick, may be mixed in this way and a constant
supply of new water thus brought up to the surface, there to give off its heat to the
icy air.

Were vertical stirring not so active in autumn, the immediate surface would
cool off even more rapidly than it actually does, and the whole coastwise .belt of the
gulf, if not the entire area, would freeze over in winter. At the same time, however,
the surface film would interpose so effective a barrier to the radiation of heat upward
------------------,...---------------

11See Nansen (1912) for an llIumlnatlng discussion of the loss of heat from the surface of the Northern Atlantlo In winter, and
on the extent to which this Is governed by the freedom of vertlcel circulation.
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from the deeper strata, by its opacity to this process (p. 694), that the water only a
meter or two down would lose heat much less rapidly than happens in reality, so
that the 20 to 30 meter level probably would not show enough cooling during the
winter months for the change in temperature to be measurable on our ordinary deep
sea thermometers.

Actually, however, vertical circulation is most active during the cold half of the
year; consequently, the mixing of the various strata of water is constantly bringing
up fresh water from below, to radiate its heat out into the atmosphere. The fact
that the upper 100 meters, or so, cools off so uniformly during the winter, instead of
only a thin surface film, is therefore wholly' the result of convectional movements
of the water particles, induced either mechanically (by winds or tides) or dynami
cally, if the surface water so chills that it becomes heavier than the underlying layer,
which, however, seems never to take place in the open gulf (p. 929).

The rigorous climate of northern New England and of the Canadian Province
of New Brunswick so profoundly influences the sea temperature of the Gulf of
Maine that the following tables of the air temperatures at stations bordering the
gulf maybe of interest.a

Normal air temperatures (Fahrenheit)

.
Month

Locality
Janu- Febru· Bep- No- De·
ary ary March April May June July August tember October vember cember- ----------------------

oston_______••• _•• ________ 27.0 28.0 34.11 45.3 56.6 65.8 71.3 68.9 62.7 52.3 41.2 31.6ortiand ________ u _____•• _ 22.0 23.8 32.0 43.0 53.5 62.6 68.0 66.2 54.2 49.1 37.6 27.1astport_. ___u_. __• ___ n __ 20.1 20.4 28.9 38.3 46.9 54.4 119.8 119.7 55.2 46.6 36.8 25.3-
:n
p
E

Mean winter temperatures of, with departures from normal (J. lV. Smith, tOtS-tOBt)

1911-12

December January Febmary March

Locality
Temper- Depar- Temper· Depar- Temper· Depar· Temper· Depar-

ature ture ature ture ature ture ature ture

------------~------.'

~~b~~1::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...................- -_ .........._..- 21.4 -5.6 27.7 -0.3 36.0 +1.0
15.3 -6.7 23.2 - .6 30.2 -1.8
14.3 -5.8 20.4 -1.0 28.8 - .1

=-

-
1912-13-

!~~~(r::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 38.51 +6. 91 39.31 +12.31 27.71 -0.31 42.41 +7.4
32.3 +5.2 31.6 + 9.6 21.0 -2.8 35.2 +3.2port•••••_n_._u___.. __•...•__._.•.______ 28.7 +3.4 27.8 + 7.7 17.2 -4.2 32.0 +3.1-

1914-15--~g::rn -•• _•• __~_m......--.•._._m.--._...-1
30.41 -1.21 38.0 I +6.0 I 33.21 +6.21 ~'81 +0.08

1!:as~~t::::::::::::::::::::~::::: :::::::::: 24.4 -2.7 26.4 +4.4 28.4 +4.6 32.2 + .02
23.6 -1.7 24.6 +5.5 27.6 +6.2 29.9 -1.00-,. From the U. 8. Weather Bureau.
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Mean winter temperatures 9F, 'with departures from normal (J.W. Smith, 1913"'"1921)-Continued
1915-16

Boston ------------------------ .------. __IPortland__•__ • • ,_",n_._.__.. _
Eastport • • •__ •• __• •• __

Boston._.n. .•_. _. • u. u ••u.__ [Portland. __._n . n_U ..
Eastport. • •_. n .. _ •••__ uu"

34.2129.4
29.6

28.8122.8
20.0

+2.61+2.3
+4.3

19111-20

-2.81-4.3
-5.3

1920-21

33.0126.6
22.6

21.0 I14.6
11.5

+6.0 I+4.6
+2.5

-0.6 [-7.4
-8.6

25.5120.6
19.3

27.6122.2
21.1

-2.51,....3.2
-2.1

-0.41-1.6
-0.3

30.6
26.8
24.6

39.2134.6
30.4

+4.2
+2. 5
+1. 5

Boston • • u_u_...__.__. --ul
Portland. __• • ._•• .u_._..,._.u__
Eastport. ._...__• ._n.u_.__._,_u_,_ ~~: rl tt: ~ 1::::::::::1::::::::::1::::::::::1::::::::::1::::::::::1:::::.:::::Z1.5 . +2.2 u n __ • .. __.. • ._. • • ._

The diagrams of air and surface temperature at Gloucester and at Boothbay for
the winter of 1919-20 (figs. 29 and 30) show the temperature of the water closely
following that of the air in its 10-day fluctuations, and reflecting a loss 'of heat by
radiation more or less rapid as the difference between the temperature ofair and
water is greater or less."

The loss of heat from the surface of the gulf increases proportionately froI1l
November on, as the average difference between air and water increases, a general
rule illustrated by the temperature cycle of Massachusetts Bay for the winter of
1924-25 (p. 651). The water continues to suffer a net loss of heat in this way until the
average temperature of the air once more rises above that of the water, an event to
be expected about the tenth of March (p. 668).

CHILLING EFFECT OF MELTING SNOW

Another cooling agent becomes effective from December until spring-namely,
the melting of the snow that falls on the surface of the gulf. The amount of heat
taken from the water by melting snow is, of course, that required to melt an equiv
alent amount of ice; a fall of 1 foot of snow (a moderate snowstorm for northern
New England and the Maritime Provinces) would represent approximately 1-1~
inches of ice, more or less according to the quality of the snow.

The normal snowfall, by months, for the lands bounding the gulf is tabulated
below from data supplied by the United States Weather Bureau; also the actual
snowfall for representative winters since the oceanographic investigation of the gulf
was undertaken.

Normalanowfall and ita equivalent in water, both given in inchea
==-

November December January February March April -
Locality

.
EqU!V'E~Ulv, EjU!v. EJU!V' Equlv- E~Ulv,

Snow a ent Snow ent Snow ent Snow alent Snow a ent Snow alent
water water water water water water

---------------------Boston._ ......___..____ •..,,__, 0.6 0.08 5.8 0.55 9.7 0.87 13.7 1.23 9.0 0.87 3.7 Q.46
Portland•• ___ u ._........-.___ 3.6 .64 10.8 1.70 16.0 2.32 20.0 3.02 11.7 1.82 4.2 .78

~:SJEg~h:-Nova "s'cotla::::1 3.4 .40 1l.7 1.26 ·17.6 1.72 19.7 1. 90 13.3 1.28 10.1 1.()4
4.0 .40 14.4 1.47 20.3 2.03 21.8 2.18 13.3 1.30 5.5 .50--II The air temperature or the coldest days WllS mllny degrees below the lo-day averages shown on the diagrams, orten 10·

colder than the surraee or the water.
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Snowfall, in inches

WINTER, 1912-13

Locality November December January February March April

~~f:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::: ::: 0.3 9.2 0.3 7.7 0.5 1.4
i,16 4.7 5.0 14.1 5.1 1.2

6.9 7.9 14.6 9.3 3.7
outh, Nova Scotia n __ n __ • __ n ___ •• __.n•• n •• _ 12.2 7.7 1.2 16.3 3.5 1.1---

=

---Ilost
Port
East
Yann

WINTER, 1914-15

:t~f:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::•.:::: (I) 4.1 7.0 5.1 (I) .---- .. --_..-
7.4 8.1 1.9 10.5 0.8 ...-.................-
4.5 9.0 12.2 10.3 4.8 --..-_ ........--outh, Nova Scotia ____•__ •__._n_. __ ._.. _.. __... 4.1 15.3 10.2 7.2 2.5 ...._.. -~ ..........

Ilos
Port!
Eas
Yann

2

WINTER, 1915-16

~~E:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 0.2 6.7 4.8 30.3 33.0 6.5
(I~ 12.1 12.2 20.2 36.3 7.9
II 4.4 14.0 21.8 14.7 4-

outh, Nova Scotia ••n._.n•••n.n"n'_'nn•• 3.0 6.1 21.3 29.4 53.4 L7

---.
Ilost
Port
!!last
Xann

----
WINTER, 1919-20

O~d:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 0.2 2.9 24.8 32-5 Il0 2.0
2.7 4.3 24.2 44.6 13.6 0.3

ort n._._ .~".n____ ._•• __ n .n._' ••_ ••••• n •••_ •• 1.9 16.9 20.2 37.2 14.2 13.7
outh, Nova Scotia '_~'n.C. __ n_n•• C. __ ••• ___ n 2.4 13.6 28.0 15.2 3.7 8.0

---Ilost
l>ort]
!astp
~ann---1 Trace

On the average, the coastwise belt of the gulf annually receives a blanket of
snow aggregating about 42 inches in thickness off Boston, 66 inches at Portland,
76 inches off Eastport, and 79 inches at Yarmouth,' Nova Scotia. Translated
l'oughlyinto terms ofice, this means 4.5, 11, 8.5, and 9 inches, respectively, or an
equivalent of about 8 inches of ·ice as the mean for the coastwise belt from the
land out about to the 25-meter contour. Farther out from the shore a larger pro
Portion of the winter's precipitation comes down as rain, less as snow, but no meas
urements of the snowfall have been made at any offshore station in the gulf.

_ As to melt 1 kilogram of ordinary fresh-water ice requires heat enough to raise
the temperature of 75 to 80 kilograms of water by 1°,76 melting 8 inches of ice will
take heat enough from the water to cool a stratum 12 to 14 meters thick by about 1°;
and probably this is a fair measure of the average cooling effect of snow falling on
the coastwise belt-of the Gulf of Maine within 5 to 10 miles of the land.

CHILLING EFFECT OF MELTING ICE

. The melting of floating ice in high northern and high southern latitudes exerts a
Potent effect upon the distribution of temperature 77 in the North Atlantic; and the
llleltin.g of ice, whether frozen locally or of Arctic origin (p. 689), is the most potent
~------"----:_----"----------------------

T6 Recent measuremente place the latent heat of fresh-water Ice between 75 and 80.3 calories. (Krl1mmlll, 1907,p. 507.)
"Salt.water IceIs less elIec~lve as a coolingagent than fresh'water Ice (1IoeIce, that Is, than berg Ice), because Its latent heat of

~~Itlng Is somewhat lower. Petterson (1883) gives this as approximately 52 to 53 calories tor Ice frozen from water of about the
"'IIIlty ot the Gulf Maine. -
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factor in producing the low temperature of the mid-layer of the Gulf of St.
Lawrence.

The chilling effect of ice melting in the Gulf of St. Lawrence,and to agreater extent
of the drift ice melting over the Banquereau-Sable Island Bank region is, in turn,
brought indirectly to the Gulf of Maine by the cold water flowing westward past
Cape Sable in spring and early summer (p. 832) i but no ice, either of Arctic or of
St. Lawrence origin, has ever been known actually to enter the Gulf of Maine
though pans (almost certainly from the latter source) do rarely drift down past
Cape Sable along the edge of the continent or outside it. Consequently, as the
surface of the open Gulf of Maine never freezes, ice melting in situ plays only a
very subordinate role in its temperature complex, except in its shallow and more or
less inclosed bays and among the islands that skirt its northern shores.

Cape Cod Bay offers an instructive example, on a small scale, of the effect that
melting ice exerts upon the sea temperature, for more or less ice freezes over the flats
along its western side nearly every winter. The greatest amount forms during heavy
blows from the northwest, when it may stretch out 2 or 3 miles from the shore and
pack several feet high along the beach. When ice has so formed, easterly winds and
high tides soon disperse it; and, according to the United States Coast Pilot (1912,
Part III, p. 59), "instances are on record of this ice, and that forming in the shallower
parts of Cape Cod Bay in severe winters, being driven by the winds out into the haY,
where it masses into heavy fields or windrows, sometimes as much as 10 feet or more
thick, making the navigation of parts of the bay unsafe or impracticable at times."

Unfortunately, no observations were taken in Cape Cod Bay during the ice
season of the almost Arctic winter of 1919-20, or until April of the succeeding
spring; but in 1924 a .considerable amount of ice formed along the west shore of the
bay between the 20th and 26th of December, during a spell of very severe weather
(p. 655), and the temperatures taken by the Fish Hawk on January 6 and 7, 1925,
showed the effect by a drop in temperature at the near-by station (No.7) froIXl
about 4.3 0

, two weeks previous, to about 0.3 0
• Ice chilling was also reflected still

more clearly in the fact that the water was colderjust off Wellfleet Bay (station 7)
than anywhere else in the southern part of the Massachusetts Bay region on, that
date, as is described above (p. 655);

The sea ice that freezes in greater or less amount among the islands along the
coast of Maine in all but the warmest winters must also exert a local chilling.effect
on the water as it melts, but no measurements of this have. yet been made.

In severe winters, when much ice forms in Vineyard Sound,most of it reported
to drift out to the eastward past Nantucket, melting ice must lower the tempera
ture of the Nantucket Shoals region indirectly or directly. Here, again, however,
definite data are lacking.

Ice is also an effective chilling agent' in shallow bays such as Bar~stable .and
Plymouth, for the flats, laid bare at low tide, skim over with ice on cold winterdayfl
or nights, which melts when the tide floods again. This is one reason (active tidal
circulation is another) why such situations serve as centers for chilling in winter,
just as they do as centers for warming in summer.
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THERMAL EFFECT OF THE RIVER WATER

The great volume of river water that pours into the gulf 'every spring, at it
temperature only a few degrees above the freezingpoirit, when the ice goes out of
the lakes and the snow melts, must tend at first to delay the vernal warming of the
gulf. 'However, no attempt hasyet been made to estimate its actual effect.

SUMMARY OF THERMAL DETERMINANTS

. The interaction of the several major factorsthatgovern the.temperature of the
gulf is so complex that a summary of them 1p.ay be useful. .

Jt is definitely established that the. gulf owes, the particular temperatures
proper,to it, and especially the wide seasonal range,of tl;)1p.perature, chiefly to its
geographi,c location to leeward of the continent and to the .rigorous land climate.
?nly in a much smaller degree is it influenced by warm or cold currents flowing
lUtoit. .' . . .. '.., .

Our successivecruise~andthe.observations taken.in the Bay of Fundy by the
Bi()logical Board of.Canada, therefore, corroborate the view long ago advanced by
Verrill (1874) that the waters of the Gulfof Maine are not abnormally cold, con
sidering their geographic location and the rigorous climate. of the neighboring land
·:Q}assj that, in short, to describe its temperature as "Arctic," as has so often been
done, is entirely a misnomer. . '. "

The chief .source of warmth for the superficial stratum of the gulf is the solar
heat absorbed by the water in situ. Vel'llal warming is therefore chiefly of local
origin. The rapidity with Which solar heat is dispersed downward in the water
and the depth to which it penetrates.depend on the activity of vertical circulation,
Whether by tides, winds, storm waves, ordynamicoverturnings; and the regional
differences in.thetemperature.gradient, which develop in the gulf in summer (Mas
sachusetts Bay at the.one extreme, the Bay.ofFundyand Nantucket Shoals at the
other), result chiefly from differences in the thoroughness with which the" tides
churn the water., ' .
. The low surface temperature that prevails along the eastern coast of Maine and
~n the Bay of Fundy in summer, as contrasted with the Massachusetts Bay region,
Is chiefly due, therefore, to local causes and not to the" Arctic current" that has so
COtnmonly been invoked to account for it.

The surface stratum of the gulf likewise receives heat from warm winds blowing
oYer its surface, from surface water drifting into its eastern side from the region of
Browns Bank. and the Cape Sable dead water, and also,at long intervals, from over
flows from the tropic water outside the edge of the continent.

Vernal warming .is opposed by the Nova Scotian current flowing from the east
W'ard, past Cape Sable, into the gulf. During the brief period when at its maxi
1l::l.ulU, this current may low~rthe surface temperature by a couple of degrees-right
across to the western side of the basin, thus temporarily producinga regional differ
entiation;. and it oonsiderablydelaye .vernal warming in the eastern side probably
every year. However, this cold drift is so thoroughly incorporated intothe water of
the gulf soon after the actual flow past the cape slackens that no.regional differenti
ation.from this. source can be traced definitely in the gulf after midsummer. Neither
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is its general temperature made more than 2° to 3° lower than would be the case if
the gulf were entirely barred to currents, cold or warm; but the chilling effect of t~e

Nova Scotian current is more important than this bald statement suggests, for It
counteracts, by several degrees, the effect of the warm sources just mentioned.

Autumnal and winter chilling, so conspicuous a feature of the gulf, results
. primarily from the loss of heat from the surface by radiation, after the date when
the mean temperature of the air falls below that of the water; neither cold currents
from the north nor upwelling from the oceanic abyss have any major part in it.

Snow falling and melting on the surface is also a cooling agency of some effi
cacy; so, locally, is melting ice in Cape Cod Bay and among the islands along the
coast of Maine. River drainage, by its low temperature in early spring, also tends
to retard vernal warming. Evaporation from the surface also tends to chill the water
throughout the year,accounting for a probable cooling of the mean temperature of
the upper 50 meters by 5° to 6°.

The temperature of the superficial 100 meters of water is governed chiefly by
these climatic (including solar) influences from above, by the thermal effect of the
inflows into the eastern side of the gulf, and by the chilling effect of evaporation
from the surface. ' ,

The cold layer that persists in the basin throughout the summerata depth of
lOOto 150 meters in most years is simply reminiscent of the lowest temperature to
which this level chilled during the preceeding winter-not of an Arctic current.
This layer is colder than the deeper water in most summersbecause the temperature
of the latter-is determined chiefly, not by seasonal climatic influences, but by the
volume of the warmer slope water flowing in through the eastern channel, and bY
the course that this current follows inward along the two branches of the trough of
the gulf. If the inflow of slope water is smaller than usual, or cooler, the summer
temperature of the inner part of the basin is virtually uniform,' vertically,froll1
about 100 to 150 meters down to the bottom, as was the case in 1912.

It is not yet possible to estimate,quantitatively, what therm~l'effectthe slope
water has on the upper layers of water as it is gradually incorporated into the Gulf
of Maine complex. Any increment from this source will tend to cool the surface
stratum in the summer but to warm it in winter and 'early spring.·

Thechiiling effects of the rigorous winter climate of the land mass to the west
and of the Nova Scotian current, balanced against solar warming plus the warming
effect of the slope water and of the surface indrafts from the Browns Bank-Cape
Sable deadwater region, maintain a comparatively constant state in the gulf froll1
year to year; but it is easy to see how anyone of them, if more or less effective
than usual, might profoundly influence its waters. 'In attempting to determine the
causes of such fluctuations as have been recorded, the evidence of salinity, as well
as of temperature, must be weighed. '

Unusually high summer temperatures, with normal salinity, might result either
from a' mild winter preceding, from unusually rapid solar warming during the
spring, or from' a smaller increment from the Nova Scotian current than norxnal.
High 'temperature, with very high salinity, would point either to an unusual inflo!
of slope water during the 'precedingwinter-or to one of the rare overflows of tropiC
water (p. 836). Abnormally low summer temperatures, with normal salinity, would
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naturally follow any cold winter or spring (cases in point are 1916 and 1923). If
COupled with.unusuallylow salinity, an unusual extension of the Nova Scotian current
Would be indicated, though this same state might result from a cold winter followed
by greater river freshets than usual, a combination not unknown. Abnormally low
surnrner temperature, coupled with high salinity, would result if more slope water
than usual was then flowinginto the gulf and if it was being incorporated with the
O'\Terlying water more rapidly than usual.

Temperatures and salinities lower than usual along the outer part of the continen
tal slope abreast the gulf in summer would be conclusive evidence of some unusual
e:X:pansion of water from the northeast, such as seems actually to have occurred in
1916(p. 848). If combined with very high salinity, very low temperatures along
the edge of the continent would be good evidence of some upwelling from the abyss;
and although no upwelling of this sort has come under direct observation off the
Gulf of Maine region, or seems likely to occur there, events. of this sort would have
SUch a wide-reaching effect on local hydrography that strict watch should be kept
for them. . .

SALINITY IS

GENERAL SUMMARY

: The account of the salinity of the gulf may commence, appropriately, with a
brief summary, 'both because the general reader may find in it information sufficient
for his wants and to serve as introductory to the more detailed description..
... The Gulf of Maine falls among the less saline of inclosed seas; the salt content
ofits waters averages 'very much lower, for instance, than that of the Mediterranean,
sOlllewhat lower than that of the North Sea, but higher than that of the Baltic. A
clos~parallel to the Gulf of Maine, in salinity.ris to be found in tho Skagerak, COD

necting tho Baltic with the North ·Sea.. This relationship was to have been expected
b~cause the continentalwaters along. the northwestern margin of the Atlantic are
decidedly less saline, as a whole, than on the European side. . .
. . Cornp~red with the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the Gulf of Maine shows slightly the

hIgher mean salinityat the surface; but the deep waters of these two gulfs agree very
clOsely in this respect, as they do also in temperature. .

-. Perhaps the most notable feature of the gulf, from the present standpoint, is the
abrupt contrast between the decidedly low salinity (averaging only about 32 to 32.5
l?~l' mille at the surface and32.8 to 33 per mille at 100 meters' depth) over and
WIthin its offshore rim, and the very much salter (> 35.5 per mille) water of the so
called "Gulf Stream," always to be found only a few miles to the seaward of the
edge of the continent. This contrast finds its counterpart in the temperature and
also in the color of the water. '
. . The Gulf of Maine is also interesting for the wide regional variationsin salinity
~ Its inner wa~ers, where, in spite?f its small extent, the ~xtremesr.ecord?d(ab~ut
,'to 35 per mille) cover a range WIder than that of the entire AtlantIC basin outside
~- . ~--
~ 18In modern oceanograpbtc.pnrlance tho degree of saltness, or "salinity," of tho sea water Is expressed as the total weight, In
rat:s, of the solids In a state of solution In 1,000 grams of water. 'I'his relationship" per thousand," or "por mille," is chosen

or than the more Iamllar term "per cent," meroly for convenience to avoid the constant use of small fractloDall,urts.
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